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Abstract
Our lives are affected by the antecedent and the consequent as both a natural
and mundane physical function and as a highly complex metaphysical construct. As
the title suggests this thesis considers the motivation behind the placement of
antecedent and consequent material in music. It illustrates how I use the antecedent
and the consequent, a fundamental motivational process in my life, coupled with
techniques and principles of automation and virtual instrument design, to achieve my
desired compositional outcome in the Electropism series of works, Repercussion and
many others.
The thesis begins by discussing elements of structure and form in electroacoustic
music as well as various philosophical and musical influences that play a pivotal role
in my compositional procedure. I then put forth and analyse various metaphysical
constructs such as action and reaction, necessary connection and music beyond
language and discuss the type of creative environments used to realise my musical
explorations. From here I provide concrete examples of how particular constructs
function in my compositions as well as addressing some of the more technologicallyoriented facets of my music using virtual instruments I have designed. The
conclusion serves to reconsider and typify my compositional process.
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Chapter One: Form in Electroacoustic Music
Defining form
Of all the considerations inherent in Electroacoustic music (which I will refer to as
EA music from this point) the most problematic is that of form in that it can and often
does differ radically from the functionality of form in more conventional musical
environments. As such it is essential that a brief discussion on the idea of form in EA
music be presented from the outset to provide an adequate foundation on which to
discuss some of the other technical, metaphysical and creative considerations
addressed throughout this paper.
By beginning with some of the more traditional and technical aesthetics that constitute
form in music we can best understand how adhering to these constructs continuously
informs the musical decision-making process. When creating music in more
traditional musical environments, such as pre-electroacoustic music or music drawing
from conventional, acoustic instrumentation, we find that there are a variety of
predefined compositional determinants that composers can draw from in order to
successfully realise their music. These determinants are often generated by the
necessity to convey our musical material in such a way that it can be understood,
analysed and reproduced by others. In this way we have been able to recreate much
music of the past through the dissemination of scored techniques that seek to record a
large number of agreed upon paradigms such as tempo, rhythm, pitch and length of
material which, when organised in a certain way, constitute the form of the work.
Once we have a body of universally agreed upon technique we can begin to analyse
the material and glean more of an insight into how various composers choose to
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manipulate these accepted canons. In Arnold Schoenberg’s seminal treatise on
‘Fundamentals of musical composition’ he writes:
The term form is used in several different senses. When used in connection
with binary, ternary or rondo form, it refers chiefly to the number of parts.
The phrase sonata form suggests, instead, the size of the parts and the
complexity of their relationships. In speaking of minuet, scherzo and other
dance forms, one has in mind the metre, tempo and rhythmic characteristics
which identify the dance. (Schoenberg 1)
From this description of form we can clearly see a variety of predetermined constructs
such as binary and sonata that can be drawn from when considering some of the
formal designs addressed in a piece of music. There is a particular method that, once
employed, generates a certain structure or form.
Schoenberg continues to discuss some of the other defining characteristics of form
and it’s with these more philosophical considerations that we can start to see how
complex the idea of form can be, especially when we are working in EA
environments:
Used in the aesthetic sense, form means that a piece is organised; i.e.
that it consists of elements functioning like those of a living organism.
Without organisation music would be an amorphous mass, as unintelligible as
an essay without punctuation, or as disconnected as a conversation which
leaps purposely from one subject to another. The chief requirements for the
creation of a comprehensible form are logic and coherence. The presentation,
development and interconnection of ideas must be based on relationship. Ideas
must be differentiated according to their importance and function.
(Schoenberg 1)

Conventional form in music
An analysis of Schoenberg’s definition of form reveals that, further to his assertions
that form can be best thought of in terms of organisation, his ‘chief requirements for
the creation of a comprehensible form are logic and coherence’ (Schoenberg 1)
coupled with the premise that relationships that are constructed and maintained
through ‘presentation, development and interconnection of ideas’. (Schoenberg 1) In
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other words, by adopting and manipulating a variety of standardized phenomena or by
observing existing techniques in logic and coherence we can achieve an organisation
of sound that fits generally agreed upon rubric such as a minuet or sonata. The
mechanics of conventional music, such as figures that contain distinguishing intervals
and rhythms combining to create motives etc, function to achieve logic and
coherence, presentation, development and the interconnection of ideas in such a way
that unity, symmetry and proportion are achieved. If we are working with sound in an
entirely different environment to that of conventional music making, one that contains
no centrally agreed upon techniques such as metre, tempo and rhythmic
characteristics in order to achieve its goal, how can it still have form? After all, it
makes a great deal of sense that music consists of sounds organised in such a way that
we create meaning through archetypes such as tempo, harmony and rhythm.
Once again Schoenberg provides a possible answer to this conundrum by stating that
form ‘consists of elements functioning like those of a living organism’ (Schoenberg
1)
and it is with this in mind that I will attempt to uncover various characteristic
elements that create form in electroacoustic music.

Form in electroacoustic music
Not unlike a living organism that consists of elements functioning in an organised
manner, any successful piece of EA music does contain a great deal of organisation in
its constituent elements and overall aesthetic. However, unlike more conventional
types of music using centrally agreed upon canons to achieve the desired outcome,
much EA music is far harder to analyse due to the fact that, unlike more conventional
musical environments where we can draw from an extensive and somewhat
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exhaustive literary culture in order to reveal and generate meaning, EA music is a
largely an aural (and oral) organism. In a paper presented to the Swiss Centre for
Computer Music entitled ‘Thoughts on the oral culture of Electroacoustic music’,
composer and academic Gerald Bennett writes:
Since the early 17th century, when the first musical scores (as opposed to part
books) were published, music has been a literary culture, conscious at least of
its immediate past, ensuring its future not through performance, but rather
through the intermediary of a written representation of what should sound’.
Electroacoustic music on the other hand is an almost exclusively oral culture.
There is very little written documentation of compositional practice (as
opposed to technical practice). Both as a composer and teacher, one relies on
one’s personal memory of heard music, and on the reactions and thoughts that
music provoked, when imagining what a new piece might be like. (Bennett 20)
Bennett states further that:
There are neither analytical tools nor is there an analytical vocabulary for
electroacoustic music. Music analysis as we think of it is a product of the 19th
century, but the prerequisite for analysis, an abstract representation of music
(scores, musical notation in general) is of course much older. Electroacoustic
music has no such abstract representation. (Bennett 20)
By establishing that EA music cannot rely on the concept of a literary heritage in
order to generate meaning in the same way as the types of environments that were
outlined above such as binary, sonata and minuet forms we are then free to consider
alternate methods of construction that still fit Schoenberg’s criteria for form; that of
‘elements functioning like those of a living organism’. (Schoenberg 1)
All organisms are reliant on relationships and associations between their various
elements in order to function successfully and it is through these relationships of
elements working in harmony that we can arrive at a fully functional organism. As a
result of Bennett’s findings on the lack of analytical tools for EA music he arrives at
the conclusion that:
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The focus on sound tends to make us listen to electroacoustic music in a
largely associative way. So, for instance, I regard the Traitè d’objets musicaux
by Pierre Schaeffer as an immense effort to render conscious and to define the
associations the ear has vis à vis a large number of sonorous, if not exactly
musical, situations. (Bennett 21)
In other words when we either compose or listen to EA music we interpret various
relationships with the sounds we’re exposed to in such a way that via the relationships
of different sounds and our associations with those sounds we generate meaning and
form in a meaningful way. Given that the primary component in EA compositions
involves the composer focusing on the relationships and associations of the sound
itself, rather than relying on a representation of sound organised through universally
agreed upon paradigms, (symbols depicting rhythms etc) we find that much of the
structure and formal design in EA music becomes one of events unfolding in relation
to one another in a time based domain and how well the composer has made
connections between any two sonic events. The key to any successful organism
functioning can be found in how well its elements are organized and to do this a
hierarchy for the independent elements must first be established.

Establishing hierarchy in electroacoustic music
As can be found in the organisation of much conventional music, the various
constructs or elements of material used to create music are firstly organized into
various categories that allow composers to then build larger and more meaningful
compositions. For instance these categories may be formed around the organization of
pitch into groups of notes that, once arranged in a variety of ways, produce a number
of results (scales which then produce either melodic or harmonic material) and
rhythms that conform to various time-based properties such as shorter or longer
phrases, simple and compound groupings and so on. These types of predefined
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hierarchies allow composers to create order and structure in their works. From very
simple through to very complex music we find that the key to a works success is in
how well the composer has established a hierarchy of events.
EA music does not conform to the established canons of conventional music making
and as such the concept of using tools developed for the creation of music that isn’t
electroacoustic in nature simply doesn’t apply. In Bennett’s paper on ‘Thoughts on
the oral culture of Electroacoustic music’ he establishes the notion that without a
literary past it becomes impossible to analyse and consequently recreate EA music
which then leads him to the belief that:
The difficulty of thinking of thinking in abstract term about electroacoustic
music and the lack of analytical vocabulary means that it is very important to
conceive of compositional models which have validity beyond one’s own
personal experience. In the past, concepts like “dissonance-consonance”,
“harmonize”, “modulate”, or “motivic development” were understood by all
and could be used to help imagine compositional procedures (“I’ll harmonize
the melody differently now,” “I’ll modulate to another key”) of course, articles
and talks about electroacoustic music, and presumably composers themselves,
use compositional models, too, in describing what is going on (“the music’s
texture gets denser” or “the tessitura becomes very narrow”), but the models
are usually very simple ones, hardly related to the actual musical material
itself in the way the idea of “modulation” is related to pitch. (Bennett 21)
What’s central to understanding how form functions in EA music can be seen in this
quote when Bennett asserts that the composers of EA music often develop
compositional models (or forms) based on their own personal (and associative)
experiences working with sound rather than drawing from music that enjoys a literary
culture in which we can stop the clock as it were, review techniques and examine the
hierarchies used throughout the work. He points out that this doesn’t mean composers
of EA music don’t use compositional models in their works rather that they are often
more restricted in their ability to describe certain events and that they are less
equipped to convey succinct, universally agreed upon vernacular due to the medium
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in which they work. To this end we can extract that composers working in this type of
environment are less able to draw from an existing body of analytical knowledge
when constructing form and developing relationships between sounds. This does not
mean that there is no form in the music; simply that it becomes more of a subjective
consideration. As stated earlier, EA music does contain a great deal of organisation in
its constituent elements and overall aesthetic, it still seeks to address formal
considerations in order to generate more meaning and is often as structurally complex
as any other form of music, as the following investigation by David Hirst on the
electroacoustic composer Denis Smalley’s work demonstrates.

A formal investigation into electroacoustic music
To illustrate how rigorous and deeply penetrating discourse on form in EA music is
and how various individual composers generate it, the Composer David Hirst
developed an analysis criteria on the work of composer Denis Smalley. The Paper,
Entitled ‘Developing Analysis Criteria on Denis Smalley’s Timbre Theories’ seeks to
construct a hierarchy or taxonomy on the timbral theories of Smalley and is an
excellent example of form in EA music in that Hirst, throughout the paper, ‘aims to
codify the relationships between the concepts (Smalley’s) in a way that may prove
useful in analysing Smalley’s music’ (Hirst 43). The main aim of the paper is to
develop analysis criteria for Smalley’s theories on Timbre, and what Smalley has
coined ‘Spectromorphology’ which is ‘the temporal unfolding and shaping of sound
spectra’ (Hirst 43) However by doing so the relationships and associations of the
sounds and how they function as both separate identities and with each other, gives us
a very clear idea of how a composer of EA music might choose to organise form in
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their music. In the following excerpt from Hirst’s paper, with the title ‘Developing an
analysis methodology’ Hirst arrives at the conclusion that:
An inside-out approach (of Smalley’s music) would look at the detailed
unfolding of the moment-to-moment details of the music itself, and could
begin by examining the imminent/cumulative levels via the registration of
spectromorphologies. The steps may involve:
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing the identities by looking at coherence, integration and
disintegration.
Establishing functional relationships between identities.
Identifying transformational, typological, and source-cause discourses
Identifying behavioural and motion discourses.
Discussing the tensile ebb and flow.

An examination of the extended and dispersed levels would reveal more of the
extrinsic nature of the work. The process would involve connecting the
internal sound world of the work to the external sonic manifestations and to
the ephemeral, non-sounding, conceptual implications (Hirst 51)
By examining the type of approach adopted by Smalley to some of the more formal
considerations in EA music it can be quite clearly seen that a tremendous amount of
consideration often accompanies a given composers investigations into structure and
form. The above instance provided by Hirst on Smalley’s compositional methodology
demonstrates both logic and coherence in EA music. The very same logic and
coherence espoused by Schoenberg as part of his prerequisite compositional
paradigm. Further to this we can easily see that the organisation of both sonic and
conceptual material in Smalley’s music conforms to Schoenberg’s belief: ‘form
means that a piece is organised; i.e. that it consists of elements functioning like those
of a living organism’ (Schoenberg 1) An excellent example of this can be seen in
Hirst’s rubric outlining the kinds of steps involved in Smalley’s methodology, for
instance by: ‘Establishing functional relationships between identities’, ‘Identifying
behavioural and motion discourses’ and Identifying transformational, typological, and
source-cause discourses’ (Hirst 51)
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Form as a generator of material
Through an investigation of how form functions in both a traditional musical sense
and how it functions in EA music it has been demonstrated that, although often of a
radically different sonic disposition, the basic tenets underlying structure and form in
music are of the same ilk. There are certain pervasive constructs that reoccur, such as
the ‘establishment of functional relationships between identities’ (Hirst 51) and ‘The
presentation, development and interconnection of ideas (must be) based on
relationship. Ideas must be differentiated according to their importance and function
(Schoenberg 1)
that reinforce the fact that structure and form are of paramount importance regardless
of the type of musical environment any given composer chooses to work in.
Although we have found that there is a certain elasticity inherent in the form of EA
music that dictates a more subjective approach to formal considerations, there is
undeniably a very strong argument to suggest that the concept of form in EA music
operates in a very similar way to that of form in any other music.
Both EA music and more traditionally oriented, primarily acoustic music rely on form
in one way or another, regardless of whether the structural implications are more
quantitative and objective, as with much music that is not of an electroacoustic nature,
or a more qualitative and subjective nature as is the case with a great deal of
electroacoustic music. By providing a brief analysis of form in EA music I can now
turn my attention to some of the other, both physical and metaphysical, considerations
in my own music all of which draw from this centralized concept of structure and
form in EA music.
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Chapter Two: Action and reaction
For Every Action
When considering the basic structure of phrasing in any work by Handel, the
traditional use of antecedent and consequent phrasing implies a strong sense of
symmetry in its construction. Indeed the evolution of antecedent and consequent
coupling is directly related to that of antiphonal canonic writing, where the initial
material is stated and then responded to in such a way as to restore balance to an
unresolved or unstable moment. In doing so symmetry is created.
In his 1973 paper on ‘symmetry as a compositional determinant’ Larry
Solomon set about illustrating how one of the most basic tenets for organisation in
composition is an inherently symmetrical process. He asks:
Is there any general principle that is used to compose music, i.e., to organise the parts
of music into a whole? The thesis proposed here is that symmetry, as defined, is a
predominant principle of such organisation found in music composition. (Solomon 1)

The type of symmetrical organisation Solomon had in mind can clearly be
identified in the works of the Baroque composers. That is, their employment of the
consequent to restore symmetry to an otherwise indifferent antecedent.
I have always been drawn to Baroque music in general, and the keyboard
music of Handel in particular. My compositional sensibilities have singled out, inter
alias, the use of basic antiphonal technique and the pre-occupation for musical
gestures, based on antecedent and consequent sentence structure to achieve my
desired ends. However, as opposed to imitating musical shapes and forms found in
the Baroque period, and consequently much music since, my approach to shape and
function for both antiphonal and antecedent/consequent material is primarily
asymmetric and of a deeply metaphysical nature. Throughout this thesis I hope to
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demonstrate that the antecedent/consequent is as much at home in the philosophical
and metaphysical realms as it is in its more physical and transmundane counterpart.

Some (Meta) physical Considerations
In his letters on Cézanne the poet Rainer Maria Rilke stated that: ‘surely all art
is the result of having been in danger, of having gone through an experience all the
way to the end, to where no one can go any further’. (Rilke 37) One can interpret this
statement to suggest that actions expressed in a particular environment elicit an
emotional response, that of danger in this case, as a direct riposte to the unfolding
events. Further to this, as Rilke asserts, a point is reached ‘to where no-one can go
any further’. This suggests that, not only is our experience finite but, by imbibing the
finite experience we arrive at art. The creation of art has come about through the
synthesis of action (total immersion) and reaction (physical and emotional response).
It is my firm belief that there is an underlying current of action and reaction, that is
one of the all-pervading primary motivational forces in and for nature. This is not
unlike like GUT (grand unification theory) that had so many physicists and
cosmologists talking in tongues. The basic premise for GUT in physics is as follows:
To unite and find a collective name for the fundamental forces of the universe. These
forces include strong nuclear forces, weak nuclear forces, electromagnetic forces and
gravitational forces. GUT aims to unify each of these seemingly independent forces
into a single or central underlying force. (Newman 1)

The complete and distilled ideology behind each of these forces and their unification
into a greater whole revolves around the need to reconcile disparity between any
given force (the antecedent) and the impact (consequence) it has on a given
environment. In other words it seems the antecedent and its consequent not only play
the role of canonic utility in music but rather are indicative of a pervasive and deeply
intuitive response to any event once set in motion.
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Another extra-musical example of this can be found in Einstein’s special
theory of relativity, the basic premise of which was, through various causal relations
between phenomena ‘the description of physical phenomena depends on the reference
frame chosen by the observer’. (Bohr 802) That is to say, the theory of special
relativity can be seen as a modality of necessary connection. The description (event,
type of phenomena) and the observation (consequence of exposure to phenomena) are
not only inseparable but the outcome is entirely dependent on the point of reference
from which the event is perceived. This is a particularly significant distinction to
make, as the key to causality in many instances is the premise of necessary connection
between varying phenomena. This is discussed later in the thesis.
To stray a little from late 19th Century poetry, 20th Century physics and 18th
Century philosophical enlightenment, Newton’s third law states that ‘for every action
there is an equal and an opposite reaction’. The sense of symmetry inherent in this
statement can be taken as axiomatic. Although the inference made by Newton was in
direct relation to what we now call classical physics, the implications are decidedly
more far-reaching. It portrays a universe of an infinite, yet symmetrical, plurality, one
whereby everything is subject to ‘cause and effect’. It can be rather convincingly
suggested that there is one thing that even God cannot do and that is to make
something one-sided.
The purpose of this thesis is not to design a universal rubric in which
everything is subject. Considering the enormous and multitudinous applications for
any antecedent and its consequent we see a definite correspondence between any
event and its need for resolve. By this I mean that in either a natural, physical state,
or a metaphysical, more cognitive situation, there is always the initial determinant and
a reaction to that determinant. This statement conflicts with Hume’s famous critique
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and argument against causality suggesting that any a priori causal relationship, or
necessary connection, is not demonstrable, even by experience. I say this not wishing
to lock horns with Hume but rather to suggest that, given the fairly convergent
linguistic and necessarily corporeal nature of causality we are destined to operate, in
every physical sense, in adherence to necessary connections between varying
phenomena.
In this way I believe any medium, artistic or otherwise, is seen to be not only
affected by action and reaction but can be regarded as an actual manifestation of the
action and its reaction.

A Relatively Large Bang
A rota called sumer is icumen in appeared in early thirteenth century England
(circa 1240) that is generally considered to be one of the first examples of canonical
writing in music. The inclusive harmony for sumer is icumen in was ‘its free use of
thirds as consonances, and its distinct major tonality’. (Grout 114) The tonality was
structured in such a way that an initial statement (melodic material) was put forward
by one voice and then responded to by another voice using the same statement, giving
the piece a highly ordered form known as a rota or canon. This technique was used to
not only restore symmetry and balance to the piece but to help thrust the music
forward and in a sense answer a question with a question. An in-depth historical and
theoretical analysis of the work is beyond the intentions of this thesis. However, in
support of my argument, it is sufficient to say that from this period we also see the
appropriation of the terms dux (antecedent or the leader) and comes (consequent or
the companion) introduced into musical vernacular to describe this interplay of action
and reaction. Of course action and reaction existed in music long before this time,
however, this is one of the earliest examples still in existence of its use in occidental
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musical procedure. As a result it best illustrates an early use of a well-organized
model for antecedent and consequent writing.
Amongst many other considerations this type of musical resource was refined
somewhat over the next couple of centuries with the aid of a new breed of musician
dedicated not only to the performance of music but to an accurate recreation of music
through notation and instruction of performance direction, technique. Such
composers as Josquin des Prez, Johannes Ockeghem and Claudio Monteverdi (the
great transitional figure from the Renaissance to Baroque period) helped to crystallize
antecedent and consequent technique so that most of the composers after this period
used this relatively simplistic principle throughout their works.
At this point I feel it necessary to qualify my use of the terms antecedent and
consequent to include not only canonic utility but, as mentioned previously, action
and reaction, cause and effect in music. In revising and crystallizing the technique,
early composers liberated the function of dux/comes to be quite literally the leader and
companion. The preceding material and the reaction to this material no longer needed
to be bound to canonic technique. Rather they supplemented both the symmetry and
purpose of the music’s structure, allowing the antecedent and consequent to become
part of the syntax of musical thought. Regardless of the form of a work, be it gavotte,
sonata, rhondo or other, the motion of the music could comprise both an action and its
reaction to convey ideas.

Any Mass Attracts Gravity
Although only constituting a relatively small amount in his musical output
Handel's keyboard suites have significantly influenced the way in which I perceive
a great deal of compositional procedure in music.
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This is not to say I have not been profoundly influenced by a many and varied
musical universe but simply that in the keyboard works of Handel I find a direct
correlation to my use of musical gesture. For instance, although extremely
simplistic both melodically and harmonically, I feel the opening eight bars of this
Sarabande from one of Handel's keyboard suites (Figure 1) attracts a considerable
amount of gravity considering its apparent lack of mass.
Figure 1

Handel keyboard suite excerpt

Handel’s use of antecedent/consequent phrasing throughout the work is not
greatly original when considered amongst the keyboard works of other Baroque
composers, such as Bach and Scarlatti. The brevity and transparent textures in the
work are also of a light, almost diaphanous nature. So why then, in my opinion, does
it attract a considerable amount of gravity? For me it represents the absolute
distillation of symmetrically refined and laconic sentiment forged by the generations
of artisans, philosophers, mathematicians and theologians who were Handel's direct
ancestors and as such, his link to the many existing conventions and traditions of his
heritage. Although it is only a fragment of Handel's enormous output, the Sarabande
contains all the care and exactitude found in the mathematics of Kant, the rugged
optimism and reason of Rousseau, the grace and austerity of Da Vinci, the moral
rectitude and courage of Luther, the humanity and frailty of Dante and of course a
multitude of pathos from the many composers who went before him. In the first bar
(Figure 1) can be found a simply-crafted, well-organised antecedent phrase that sets in
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motion an immediate balanced, yet reluctant, need for resolution. Of course Handel is
obliging and immediately sets about the task of resolution by way of another
impeccably concise symmetrical phrase, the consequent, only to prompt yet another
action and so on.
This type of compositional procedure is at times easily identifiable in my own
music and that of many other composers. For instance, in the pre-recorded
component for Electropism IV from 0:00 (the beginning of track 4, Electropism IV) to
1:21 the music begins with single strand type drones, rich in harmonics, arching to a
crescendo. A melodic fragment performed on a flute-like instrument is then
introduced and almost as quickly the phrase bends back into the surrounding drones.
Momentarily this initial fragment generates a response and a reaction to that response
is performed simultaneously. A flurry of activity ensues with various voices
exchanging dialogue using Klangfarben melodie. A diminuendo begins and from
around 0:58 a phrase is performed firstly by one voice at a certain tempo, then another
voice at another tempo, until the entire event winds back into the ever-present droning
backdrop, punctuated intermittently by percussion.
This opening minute or so of Electropism IV clearly demonstrates the more
conventional use of antecedent/consequent gesture. Regardless of the medium used to
express or communicate the composer’s intention I feel at this point the music is
extremely close to Handel’s interpretation of antecedent and consequent as a
compositional symmetry. Obviously Handel didn’t write using Klangfarbenmelodie
technique, nor did he use gongs or synthesizers in his music, but my use of ever
present symmetry, contour and dialogue can be seen as a direct link to the traditions
of the past. In short, the construction of these phrase types was not only directly
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influenced by Handel but, I believe in this instance, captures much of the pathos
surrounding Handel’s music, particularly his music for keyboard.
In considering the above excerpt of Handel's music I am investigating,
regardless of his use of antecedent/consequent technique, whether it is considered as
sophisticated and tasteful or banal and overtly facile. The fact is there isn’t a moment
in Handels music that it isn’t there. At any given moment Handel is actively engaged
in either an action or a reaction. This seems absurdly obvious, yet it needs to be
acknowledged in order to understand my perception of dux/comes as not only a
function of musical procedure but also a basic motivational process. It seems that
Handel knew this all to well, as do most composers today, but as with Handel, his
contemporaries and many in this day and age, we are not aware of perhaps the extramusical forces at play when considering the simple act of antecedent/consequent.
Although I have been greatly influenced by Handel and his use of dux/comes, much of
my music consists of a very different symmetry and physicality. However, it applies
the same fundamental underlying principle of unity; that of the interplay between
action and reaction.
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Chapter Three: Breaching Convention
Heraclitus (504-501 BCE), the pre-Socratic philosopher, he may be more
accurately described as a cosmologist, for he and his peers were more concerned with
the workings of the external, natural world or cosmos than with philosophy as we
know it today, spent much of his time considering ‘unity in diversity, difference in
unity’. (Copleston 56) His was a world characterised not only by the one which was
paradoxically the many, as the above credo illustrates, but also a world where
opposites were essential. Heraclitus believed that,
If we were never ill, we would not know what it was to be well, if there were never
any war, we would not appreciate peace, if there were no winter, we would never see
spring. (Gaarder 30)

I have already stated that the antecedent and the consequent, or cause and
effect, have traditionally been used in music to generate a pre-defined set of outcomes
in the form of a musical phrase or gesture; the leader and its companion. With this in
mind I will now elaborate on how, using the basic premise of dux/comes,
antecedent/consequent, I have in a sense re-contextualised existing canons, to provide
a basic, fundamental rubric for the generation and placement of musical material with
respect to both phrasing and spatialisation. Knowing where both Heraclitus and
convention tie in to one another is important when considering my interpretation of
dux/comes.
It is my belief that the conventions of antecedent/consequent technique are in
many ways bound up with the naturalists’ pre-occupation with external phenomenon.
Both share the same absolute value of being opposing forces functioning as one,
ensuring highly particular application. In both there exists the propensity to look
outward from within to realise their roles in the universe. In doing so they rely on
external phenomena to define function more so than reflecting internal mechanisms.
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In short both seem to rely on the same type of highly convergent technology, whereby
opposing forces co-exist in a linear framework bound by a paradox: a single-sided
duality.

Who’s Leading Who?
To illustrate how I approach the leader and its companion in music it is
important to examine the premise ‘leader and companion’ briefly. Immediately
implicit in the word ‘lead’ is its placement in context to something else. There can of
course be no leader if there is nothing to lead. This is also equally true for
‘companion’ which implies the need for another companion, in this case the leader.
The relationship between the two can be thought of as symbiotic at the very least.
The key here is that in both cases for both words there is an antithesis. For ‘lead’
there is ‘anti-lead’ (the companion) and for ‘companion’ there is the ‘anti-companion’
(the leader). So we find the axiom of opposites at work and also, paradoxically, that
the axiom of ‘unity in diversity, difference in unity’ plays a pivotal and somewhat
cyclic role in the way dux/comes functions.
Dux/comes, antecedent/consequent and cause/effect are, for all intents and
purposes, interchangeable when considering their function; that of action and reaction,
determinant and response. In this instance, to build and strengthen my methodology, I
have chosen to illustrate antecedent/consequent under the guise of cause and effect.
To do this I will skip ahead roughly 2,200 years from the philosophy of Heraclitus to
Hume (1711-1776), the 18th Century Scottish philosopher who was as pre-occupied
with cause and effect as Heraclitus was with opposites. Hume spent a great deal of
his time analysing causality. On investigating the nature of causal relations (cause
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and effect) Hume observed that our ability to recognize causes and their effects is
based solely on experience. To Elaborate:
When we look about us towards external objects, and consider the operation of
causes, we are never able, in a single instance, to discover any power or necessary
connexion; any quality, which binds the effect to the cause, and renders the one an
infallible consequence of the other. We only find, that the one does actually, in fact,
follow the other. The impulse of one billiard-ball is attended with motion in the
second. This is the whole that appears to the outward senses. The mind feels no
sentiment or inward impression from this succession of objects: consequently, there is
not, in any single, particular instance of cause and effect, any thing which can suggest
the idea of power or necessary connexion. (Hume 28)

Further to this Hume broke causality down into three factors. These three factors can
easily be identified and understood in the following quote from the Encyclopaedia
Britannica:
Contiguity of time and place, temporal priority of the cause, and constant
conjunction. In order for x to be the cause of y, x and y must exist adjacent to each
other in space and time, x must proceed y, and x and y must invariably exist together.
(Encyclopaedia Britannica)

Hume posits quite clearly the function or relationship between cause and effect by
stating ‘contiguity (or proximity) of time and place’. This obviously specifies a
relative relationship between the two; their placement in both time and place must be
in direct relation to one another. ‘In order for x to be the cause of y, x and y must exist
adjacent to each other in space and time’.
‘Temporal priority of the cause’ tells us that the cause is the determinant and
therefore must always proceed the effect, ‘x must proceed y’, and further to this there
must be ‘constant conjunction’ between the two. In other words the two must always
share, from the outset, the same relationship at the same distance and under the exact
same operational parameters. ‘x and y must invariably exist together’.
Using the analogy of the relationship between x and y, coupled with Hume’s
assertion that ‘all judgements about causes and their effects are based upon
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experience’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica) and, of course, the paradoxical Heraclitus, the
following will be a discussion on how causality and paradox function in my music.

Which Way is Up?
In his book ‘Illegal Harmonies: Music In The Twentieth Century’ Andrew
Ford elaborates on the function of crisis in music and the role it played on music in
the 20th century. He states:
It is possible to look back over the last ten decades and view the directions composers
have taken as a series of crises leading to new possibilities. The crisis of tonality led
to atonality; the crisis of atonality led to serialism. The crisis of late romanticism,
inflating horribly into expressionism, reached a new crisis which led to neoclassicism. In turn there was the violent rejection of neo-classicism by composers of
the 1950s avant garde, followed by a crisis of the avant garde itself which opened the
way to minimalism: modernism challenged by postmodernism. (Ford 228)

This illustrates crisis as action and reaction. A causality of initial determinant
and response, a cycle in continuous flux generating new forms, concerned with
investigation and at times analysis determined to resolve instability by embracing
tension. This in many ways relates directly to the corporeal realms of communication
and social interaction. However, this can be seen as the departure point from the
external for, although experience relates to the external world, it also draws heavily
from the internal, sensory realm where temporal distortions and linear displacement
abound, and where the ideals of Heraclitus can apply, but just as equally need not.
From this more visceral realm the boundaries between philosophy and psychology
can become infinitely blurred and a far more malleable environment begins to take
precedence. It is in this realm that the technology behind breaching conventions can
take place.
In the above analysis of causality we found ‘x must proceed y’, this is the
‘temporal priority of the cause’ and can also be thought of as the primary function of
the antecedent (x) in music, to proceed the consequent (y). On a more complex
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metaphysical plane, in other words in our minds, we can make the supreme leap of
faith and pre-suppose that the y can proceed the x.
In his groundbreaking work into logo-therapy (the fore-runner to
Existentialism and Jean-Paul Satre’s insistence on the self) Victor Frankl, a
psychiatrist often attributed with the 3rd Viennese school of psychiatry, asserts, ‘the
fear is mother of the event’ (Frankl 145). Although this seems like a clear case of
action and reaction, in this version Frankl has the reaction preceding the action, and in
doing so, redistributes the role of antecedent to the consequent and vice versa. Some
may argue that in doing so the reaction becomes the action, changing nothing but the
name. However if we adopt this attitude then we totally negate the concept of
causality which clearly stipulates that x is x and y is y.
Although a little unorthodox in my approach my intention is not to deconstruct
causality as I firmly believe that x can only be x and y can only be y when considering
a determinant and a response to that determinant. In this way and this way only can
the type of displacement of x and y Frankl achieved be possible. I also believe that x
and y can exist outside fixed temporal assignments, as demonstrated earlier through
Einstein’s special relativity theory, thereby displacing temporal prioritisation yet
maintaining or preserving the integrity of both x and y. To this end direction and
linear progression of material cease to function along traditional guidelines. ‘Up’ (x)
can no longer be observed from a fixed reference, as the reference point is equally as
dynamic. However, regardless of its position or the position of the reference point in
time or space, up is very much always up.
Another way of illustrating how fixed the role of antecedent and consequent
has become and how important inverted applications such as Frankl’s are is to
consider the origins of dux/comes and their assigned roles in language. One of the
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most influential linguists in occidental language was the Swiss linguist Ferdinand De
Saussure (1857-1913). Saussure’s investigations into semiotics and especially the
operational parameters of Western language, provided an invaluable insight into
language as a philosophical and psychological construct, how it behaves in generating
meaning, and in many ways, just how convergent a technology it can be. Saussure
believed that:
Language is a system of signs and it generates meaning through difference. We know
that the sign ‘dog’ does not mean the same as ‘log’, not because both words are
connected to the world in some mysterious way, but simply because they look and
sound different. Signs are therefore ‘arbitrary’ and their meanings conveyed by a
system that is conventional – agreed upon by everyone who uses it. (Robinson 36)

This argument plays a crucial role in determining the perception of antecedent and
consequent or action and reaction in music. In terms of the genealogy behind these
constructs we find that, initially the terms were appropriated from conventional
language and as such their meanings, in and for music, have remained largely
identical. In this way the lingua franca between language and music is the meaning
assigned firstly to language and then adapted to musical vernacular.
The above Saussure quote comes from an extract of linguistic analysis by the
philosopher and author Dave Robinson, in which he goes on to state that:
If Saussure is right, language must be self contained, which means it can tell us
nothing about the world outside of itself, and we can only have thoughts that are
‘trapped’ inside of it. (Robinson 36)

This clarifies why I chose to describe language as a convergent technology. Given its
predisposition toward self-contained and fixed ideas that ‘trap’ thoughts, it becomes
apparent how the meanings behind antecedent and consequent in music are of a
deeply parochial nature. Further to this, advancements such as Frankl’s redistribution
of conventional psychological constructs can be seen as intuitive, extra-linguistic
contrivances that transcend the confines of language to deliver insights from a
metaphysical or primal, pre-linguistic region of the mind.
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Although this sounds a little grandiose it is a basic premise that simply
suggests that music vernacular is based to a large extent on language, the constructs of
language are, primarily by necessity, convergent and as a result the terms that are used
govern the thought process generating meaning through the relative and necessary
connection of difference. When applying different roles to existing linguistic canons,
such as allowing the fear of an event to determine the result, or placing y (the effect)
before x (the cause), we breach certain conventions and allow our intuition or faith to
replace conventional linguistic functions such as relative meanings for the ordering of
events. Robinson goes on to define people who investigate complex signs as
‘structuralists’, stating:
Structuralists precede to investigate these complex signs in order to discover what
they revealed about human culture, and human ways of perceiving and thinking about
the world. The systems were often thought to be ‘binary’, generating meanings by
contrasting perceived ‘opposites’ like ‘Reason’ and ‘Passion’, ‘Male’ and ‘Female’,
‘Nature’ and ‘Culture’, and so on. (Robinson 37)

This last quote is important as it ties in nicely with the belief held by Heraclitus of
‘unity in diversity, difference in unity’ (Gaarder 30).
Both the Structuralists and Heraclitus believed that a fundamental generational
device or technology is achieved through the symbiosis of opposites used to create,
meaning or attain symmetry. This represents a necessary connection between existing
compositional practices, i.e. the adherence to symmetry, and my own aesthetic. As
stated earlier, I have taken this same premise of symbiosis of opposites and, via
redistribution of roles, achieved an asymmetric and deeply metaphysical generational
rubric.
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(Un) Necessary Connection
Necessary connection is one of the most crucial components of my
compositional aesthetic, yet it can be found in an unlikely place. It is unlikely
because its traditional role is of a secondary, somewhat subjugated nature and not as a
primary function. Designed to annex another philosophical construct in many ways, it
exists simply as an interface between construct. Yet, when extracted or placed
outside convention, functions entirely independently of the constructs it was designed
to serve. Necessary connection is for me not only the glue binding phenomena (cause
and effect) but is itself a highly elastic phenomenon capable of generating and
sustaining compositional activity. In keeping with the pathos of its purpose, the
definition of necessary connection is best understood by defining the constructs it
serves and not as a separate identity, as follows:
The principle of causality consists in a relationship of necessary connection between
cause and effect, in virtue of which the one (effect) cannot be had without the
presence of the other (cause). Hence the formulation of the principle of causality:
‘Everything that begins to exist must have a cause for its existence. (The Radical
Academy 1)

As can be seen by this definition of cause and effect, the role of necessary connection
in a traditional sense is clearly defined. Both cause and effect are contained within,
and surrounded by, necessary connection. Having laid the foundation it is now
possible to better illustrate my interpretation and use of the idea behind the antecedent
(cause), the consequent (effect), necessary connection, symmetry and other constructs
discussed so far.
Hume in a sense deconstructed the concept of causality, arriving at the
conclusion that the concept of necessary connection in cause and effect was a case of
reductio ad absurdum, as can be seen in the following quote:
This principle, or this absolute necessity of connection between the effect and its
cause, is anything but exempt from doubt. Analytical a priori reasoning is such that it
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implies a proposition whose predicate is derivable from the idea of the subject—as in
the example, ‘Three times five is equal to fifteen. (Radical Academy 2)

The key for my purposes is not whether Hume questions the validity of a
cause or an effect, for they are immaterial to the argument. Hume points out that the
respective functions for cause and effect are defined by necessary connection and that
through this concept of necessary connection the one (cause) is defined by the other
(effect). To this end Hume arrives at the conclusion that:
‘The mind can never find the effect by examination of the supposed cause; for the
effect is totally different from the cause, and consequently can never be discovered in
it’. (The Radical Academy 1)

To examine Hume a little further we find that:
The necessary connection upon which the principle of causality is based is not
demonstrable, even by experience. Any fact – for example, the striking together of
two billiard balls, or any other fact to which we apply the concept of causality –
indicates to us nothing else but the constancy of the contiguity and succession of the
two objects. But the stable union does not show me a necessary connection between
the two. In the supposition that it has been observed by me and others that fact B is
constantly joined with its antecedent, A, this constant repetition does not authorise me
to say that always in the future fact B must follow upon fact A, and that between the
two there is a necessary connection. (The Radical Academy 2)

Heliocentric or Geocentric?
How is this relevant to my argument? I stated earlier that necessary
connection played an instrumental role in my own compositional aesthetic only to use
a quote that would seem diametrically opposed to my argument. Why? The answer is
fairly straightforward. Hume does not negate the existence of necessary connection,
just its primary function in causality. I feel that the argument Hume uses against the
idea of necessary connection actually defines my own sensibilities considering the
function of causality in music.
As mentioned earlier, I am deeply indebted to antecedent/consequent
functionality. However I also pointed out that my approach to the use of
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antecedent/consequent writing (or causality in music) is often of a deeply
metaphysical and asymmetric nature and it is exactly this type of technology, as
championed by Hume, that I use to achieve my desired ends. Basically what Hume is
saying is that we simply can’t rely on our relative sense of history and observation to
predicate the function of a construct just because of its contiguity or relative
proximity to another construct. In saying ‘this constant repetition does not authorise
me to say that always in the future fact B must follow upon fact A, and that between
the two there is a necessary connection.’ (The Radical Academy 2), Hume believed
this just wasn’t enough to arrive at the idea of a necessary connection between the two
events.
In much the same way I distrust the somewhat parochial axiom that the
antecedent must always precede the consequent in a musical environment based on
their relative linguistic determinants. To use Saussure’s definition, ‘Signs are
(therefore) “arbitrary” and their meanings conveyed by a system that is conventional –
agreed upon by everyone who uses it’. (Robinson 36) Obviously it is important to
adhere to their relative meanings in the physical, more mundane realm. For example
try stepping out in traffic before and not after the vehicles have passed by!
In the metaphysical realm of music however we can, to use an analogy from
earlier on, ‘make the supreme leap of faith and pre-suppose that the y can precede the
x’. It would seem to a large extent that our arbitrary, conventionally agreed upon
system of signs dictates the way we understand and approach much music making.
Although functioning in many instances extremely well this doesn’t necessarily have
to be the case, after all in times past it was understood that the earth was the fixed
centre of the universe and the heliocentric view was heresy.
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Chapter Four: Mindful Automatons
All Things are Relative
Our enthusiasm for the use of automation in art is by no means new. As
Marcel Duchamp stated in 1915, ‘The Genius of the modern world is in machinery
and through machinery art ought to find a most vivid expression.’. (Florman 134)
Employing the various principles of automation in the arts allows for an individual’s
interpretation of those principles to be often strikingly original.
The way in which I have been able to achieve an asymmetric and
metaphysical relationship between cause and effect in music is a relatively
straightforward process involving manipulation of a handful of pre-determined
parameters. Of all these parameters the most apparent when considering one of my
given works, especially Electropism V and Repercussion, is both spatialisation of
material in physical space and the organization of musical syntax in the more
traditional sonic realm. To begin the process I have found the most reliable point of
departure to be to appropriate a technique already used a good deal in conventional
musical practice, the technique of inversion.
Traditionally one finds this type of operational parameter in harmony, rhythm
and sometimes in the organisation of phrase and form this is evident in crab canons
where the inversion takes the form of a mirrored image of stated material.
Incidentally this technique of mirrored response is an excellent example of antecedent
and consequent writing. When applying the technique of inversion to, for example,
spatialisation as a point of departure, I have found the use of automation to be highly
superior to that of placement or organisation of acoustic resources in a specific
environment. To achieve the type of spatialisation required for the realisation of
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Repercussion, for instance, I found the use of pre-recorded material sculptured on
computer and played back on a two-four channel playback unit to be a far more
effective spatialization technique than simply arranging purely acoustic instruments
around in a given environment. One of the most predominant, extra-musical or
metaphysical features of Repercussion and Electropism V is how action and reaction
function spatially within the works.
As stated above, the technique of inversion in a traditional musical sense has
been applied as a function of spatialisation to achieve an asymmetric quality.
Although inversion itself is a standard compositional device, when displaced from its
conventional environment, i.e. its association with intervals and conventional phrase
syntax, its role becomes less defined and more malleable. For instance, when
applying the concept of reorganising or re-contextualising existing material (inverting
any given phenomena, in this case the placement of sound in physical space) the
results become active components in how the musical material is perceived.
In a conventional musical environment comprising permanent instrument
positions the sound projected is perceived from a fixed point in space in relation to the
observer. This ensures that acoustically and physically the observer’s role is
primarily passive because the material is from a fixed direction. Physically the source
and direction of sound dictates how listeners perceive the sound. By employing the
use of pre-recorded material, manipulated via computer for instance, I have been able
to state a variety of musical material and then invert the presentation of the material
spatially. This involves the generation of phrases in compliance with typical
compositional procedure (organisation of pitch and rhythm) and once the material has
been constructed, allocating various points in space from which the material will
sound. The material will then begin at one point in space and proceed to its finish,
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sounding in an inversion of the original point. In the simplest form, the sound moves
from a (left) to b (right) and from forward to back via volume levels in the mix.
By itself this is a rudimentary technique commonplace in much recorded
music. However, has allowed me to investigate the highly tangible aural perception
of the shape of space left behind after any given material or phrase has finished
sounding. In many ways this is pivotal to in my pre-recorded material. To a very
large degree the shape of space left behind after material has finished sounding
defines much of the music’s antecedent/consequent nature.
To elaborate I will examine two distinct but simultaneous operational
platforms that music occupies at any given moment in time. The first platform
determines the creation of music through organisation of sound, often in the form of
different musical instruments, using a wide variety of conventional compositional
techniques. This platform is interfaced whenever we consciously set out to create
music by exercising various pre-determined organisational principles. It is governed
by such considerations as pitch, rhythm, timbre and the organisation, or structure, of
these constructs. When creating music in this environment, no matter how abstract
the organisation of the material we employ, the music itself operates within
predominately pre-determined parameters often using symbols as vehicles for
communication and self-expression. As discussed previously the use of symbols
allows us to create an arbitrary language upon which we all agree.
The second platform addresses the equally integral yet, often less considered,
interaction between the shape of space whilst saturated in sound from a fixed
reference point and the shape of the space when that sound has either departed
altogether or moved to another fixed reference point in space. In this manner the
listener is presented with continuous dialogue between sound and how it functions in
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space, whilst the more metaphysical expectation of the role of antecedent and
consequent, functioning as sound and non-sound, is displaced through a lack of
historical priority. This can be illustrated through Hume’s antithesis of necessary
connection whereby, if we are unaware of which category to place either the cause
(antecedent) or the effect (consequent) through a lack of historical observation, there
can be no linear or necessary connection from the one to the other. This doesn’t mean
that the connection is non-existent but simply that in such an environment the
necessary connection itself assumes a new identity. This identity is an arbitrary
generational device that allows either effect to precede cause or effect and cause to
exist independently through a non language-based, or metaphysical, relationship.
Put simply, when removed from their traditional, language based
environments, antecedent, consequent and necessary connection can all function
without historical priority. They are still the same constructs, as mentioned earlier.
Antecedent or x is still x, however when placed in a metaphysical environment the
roles it plays can be and are re-contextualised to provide a more divergent and selfcontained construct. Antecedent and consequent can exist simultaneously, a bar apart
or an hour apart and the necessary connection, traditionally defined by, and as
contiguity, becomes the actual environment in which they exist. The connection can
still function to join if need be, but importantly, it can also serve as the entire platform
on which the causality that is antecedent and consequent occupy.
In such a way, we find by using the relatively simple technique of
spatialization, made possible through various automated procedures, the
interaction/reaction between material and non-material becomes a more abstracted
extension of antecedent and consequent. It provides a comfortable, stable rostrum for
the technique of role redistribution when considering antecedent/consequent material
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by aligning it more closely with Hume’s denial of historical presumption. This is
achieved by allowing the antecedent and the consequent to exist irrespective of
traditional role-playing, in much the same way as Frankl’s ‘fear is mother of the
event’ (Frankl 145). Further to this, by re-distributing the role of necessary
connection, one whereby cause and effect can exist both together and independently
of one another, we find the highly metaphysical paradox of ‘opposing forces coexist(ing) in a linear framework’ creating a ‘single-sided duality’.

What’s in the Envelope?
Another operational parameter that music is subject to is that of sound and its
interaction with time. Of the handful of components that combine to create music, the
dialogue between sound and how that sound functions over time is surely one of the
most crucial. Various categories have been designed to help illustrate the relationship
of sound functioning over time. These categories are generally referred to as
envelopes, are often described via graphic representation and include such
considerations as how the shape of pitch, amplitude and timbre function over time.
As with all music, the way in which these envelopes are expressed, or manipulated in
the Electropism series of works and Repercussion plays a fundamental role in the
outcome of the compositions.
Regardless of whether an instrument is electronic or acoustic the moment the
instrument begins to sound it is subject to the causal relationship between sound and
time. When considering the bowing of a cello for instance, we are directly interfacing
with the amplitude envelope, its four basic components of attack, decay, sustain and
release (or ADSR) and the interaction between these components and time. Although
rudimentary, this principle is an excellent example of the impact cause and effect has
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on the phenomenon of sound and is a basic consideration when we set out to construct
music. Not only does it go without saying that the sound created is an effect or
reaction to an initial determinant or cause, the plucking of a string for instance, but the
outcome is determined by the parameters under which the amplitude envelope
operates. Irrespective of whether the instrument is acoustic or electronic the envelope
can be easily manipulated. If a string is bowed the envelope operates under different
parameters to a plucked string envelope. These are crude but effective causal
considerations that allow us to determine the shape of sound over time. Electronic
instrument envelopes are almost as easily interfaced and the degree of manipulation is
far greater. For instance the release time on any given virtual instrument can be, once
generated, adjusted to allow that instrument to continue sounding add nauseam.
Inversely the attack component can be adjusted in such a way as to create a sound not
audible for many months!

Original but Vulgar
The varied acoustic instrumentation used throughout Electropisms and
Repercussion explores the interaction between sound and time idiomatically. There
are certain ways of approaching the amplitude envelope on cello that are not possible
on guitar or tam tam. To this end much of the manipulation for the acoustic
instruments was, in a sense pre-determined. Although many extended techniques
were used throughout all the works there was no radical departure from the way in
which the amplitude envelope was approached when considering these instruments.
However, the electronic or virtual instruments built on synthesizer, as
mentioned previously, set a far more malleable precedent when approaching envelope
manipulation. In fact all of the virtual instruments were built or programmed to
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address the causal relations inherent in the envelopes of pitch, timbre and amplitude.
It is because of this that the agenda for virtual instrumentation used in any of my
given works differs somewhat from the more traditional role of virtual instrument
creation, often taking as its basis the formation of physically viable alternatives. That
is, the creation and inception of virtual instruments designed to emulate or replace the
role of more conventional, physical instruments.
The majority of pre-recorded electronic instruments in the Electropism series
and the percussive piece Repercussion were designed to reflect some of the more
psycho-acoustic properties of traditional instruments rather than to imitate or replace
existing acoustic instruments. This is an important distinction to make as I did not set
out to achieve pre-recorded material made up of either existing electronic or virtual
acoustic instrumentation, but rather to build instruments that reflect the various
personae inherent in traditional acoustic instruments. It is through this approach I feel
a more psycho-acoustic, or psychologically impressionistic representation can be
achieved.
Part of my agenda was, as mentioned, to investigate causal functioning via
sound envelopes by programming various synthesizer instruments that addressed this
issue ,as shall be illustrated a little further on,. One of the more important goals,
however, was to achieve and successfully implement the technique of ‘antiphonal
regeneration’ into my works. Antiphonal regeneration is basically a causal procedure
I devised allowing me to create material in a given environment, then re-create the
same material in a variety of ways in another environment. This device is further
discussed a little later on. Although deeply interested in the physics behind acoustic
and electronic instrument design I will not address the varying phenomena that
constitutes acoustic modelling nor how to create physically credible instruments in
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any great depth. In the next chapter I will discuss some of the more technically
routine aspects of instrument design and principal considerations for choice of
environments. However, rather than provide an exhaustive and somewhat
technocratic account of each instrument’s operational parameters, I have chosen to
discuss some of the causal determinants for a couple of instruments and compositional
procedures of their respective applications throughout the works. It is for this reason
that the electronic instruments created and used in my works are sometimes vulgar,
sometimes petite, at times barely audible, yet for the most part are all original.

Turning…
The term ‘electropism’ is a portmanteau word that combines electronic with tropism.
Tropism was taken from the Greek derivative ‘tropos’ or ‘turning ’ and, to use a
definition appropriated from biological vernacular, indicates ‘The turning of all or
part of an organism in a particular direction in response to an external stimulus’.
(Oxford compact 1110) The term was constructed to portray the idea of a more
personal, analogue tradition turning toward an external and often caustic stimuli, in
this case embodied as the electronic. More specifically, it denotes a turning from the
acoustic realm, a world of warm, deeply terrestrial and ancient sonority, toward the
often misunderstood, intractable realm of the electronic ego. This is a realm
sometimes seen as counterpart to humility through cold and brutal rationale, where
our collective arrogance pre-supposes anything to be possible, provided we are
willing to digitise it.
The sole intention for the Electropism series was to reconcile disparity
between the rigid yet rewarding medium of pre-recorded material and solo
instrumentalist. In effect the works should be seen as a fairly large problem-setting
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exercise, united by a causality whose necessary connection is, more often than not,
crisis management.

Antiphonal Migration
The first compositional tool I will discuss is a device that was inspired by the
Canadian author, communications lecturer and composer, Paul Thèberge. In his book
‘Any sound you can imagine, Making music/consuming technology’ Thèberge
defines the concept of ‘Transectorial Innovation’. This is a concept initiated by Andre
Piatier in an essay published in 1997/98 and in his book Thèberge defines this, via the
author, as:
The phenomenon in which innovations developed to meet the needs of a specific
industrial sector come to play an important role in the creation of new innovations
and commodities in formerly unrelated industries (Thèberge 58).

This in itself probably seems a long way from compositional technique,
however Thèberge goes on to elaborate on Piatier’s ideology and, in doing so creates
his own transectorial innovation (or reaction), an innovation he coins ‘Transectorial
Migration’:
Whereas Piatier focuses his discussion on the transfer of technology from one industrial
sector to another (however) I expand upon his observations by introducing a set of
subsidiary concepts: I refer to the movement, from one industry sector to another, of
individuals with particular forms of technical knowledge and expertise as transectorial
migration. (Thèberge 59)

It is this concept of transectorial migration that I have appropriated and used as
part of my compositional procedure, building a basis for antiphonal regeneration. I
have used the term antiphonal loosely to refer to a number of determined parameters
(voices) and how they respond to both one another and their immediate environments.
The basic premise for antiphonal regeneration is one whereby an initial, selfcontained determinant (phrase, gesture) is generated in a given environment, under
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specified operational parameters (a score for solo instrumentalist) consisting of an
antecedent and a consequent. The phrase then migrates from this environment to an
entirely new environment (a sequencer such as Cubase), is given a new set of
operational parameters (performance by a VSTi) and used to respond to its previously
stated, former self. In doing so a type of cannibalised, transectorial dialogue can be
achieved whereby the role of historical priority and contiguity of action and reaction
becomes de-constructed and can be re-constructed in a variety of ways. For instance:
¾ Displacing historical priority. The original antecedent component of a
phrase may follow directly after the original consequent thereby reversing or
inverting traditional roles.
¾ Displacing contiguity. The original contiguity of antecedent or consequent
can be suspended enabling outside material (other manipulated constructs) to
pass between the cause and its effect.
¾ Displacing necessary connection. The material between the suspended
constructs, the necessary connection, comprises independent constructs (other
antecedent/consequent phrases), subject to the same rubric as the constructs
they span.
¾ Temporal displacement. Both constructs may exist simultaneously.
By combining any arbitrary number of constructs existent constructs become
nuclei for synthesis of new constructs.
A clearer way to express my methodology of interconnection is to use a
concept map (See Figure 2).
The map operates as a non-linear organisational tool and illustrates aesthetics
that are generic to any given compositional environment. As such its function is to by
pass hierarchical criteria such as time-based, traditionally causal determinants such as
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harmony and meter and to provide the user with a more divergent, temporally
displaced platform on which to begin constructing, in this case, antiphonal migration.
By adhering to this type of generational rubric when approaching any given
composition I have been able to suspend or displace various causal determinants such
as historical prioritisation and constancy of contiguity.
Of course the practice of transectorial innovation and migration discussed by
Thèberge is more immediately recognisable through the appropriation and application
of technologies, both software and hardware, from one field of investigation to
another in a typically corporeal realm. For example microprocessor’s are used in
synthesizers and computers are used to make music. I have found that the technique
itself however is far more malleable and lends itself to the equally integral
metaphysical nature of, in this instance, compositional procedure. This thesis and my
music aim to demonstrate that the simple technique of transference between media
and environment (acoustic to electronic, musician to machine) using the basic premise
of transectorial migration can be applied just as successfully, with seemingly infinite
consequence, in a more visceral domain such as music.

Two Examples
The end result for the antiphonal regeneration technique can be seen in the
following two examples.
The first example provides an extract from the instrumental guitar score for
Electropism III and an audio excerpt from the accompanying CD.
The phrase illustrated below (Figure 6) can be found at the start of page 6 on the
accompanying guitar score (score time 2:21) and is a gesture comprising two
interrupted consequences where the antecedent was displaced enroute.
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Figure 2

Concept map for diffusion of antiphonal re-generation
Historical priority
Displacement of contiguity
Displacement of necessary connection
Displacement of temporality
Original construct displacement

Displacement of original environment
Displacement of original timbre
Displacement of spatial location
Displacement of shape or form
Displacement of performance criteria

Antecedent
Temporal alignment
New instruments
Consequent

performance environment

Shape
Space
Colour
Necessary Connection

Who’s/ what’s performing?
When is the performance?
Historical significance?

Direction of performance criteria

Original intention integrity?
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Figure 3

Electropism III excerpt

Section
A

Section
B

I should qualify my use of the term ‘interrupted’ in this instance to define a
displaced action from a phrase originally containing both action and reaction. The
action can be found as the last phrase on the page. Both sections A and B of the
phrase were then extracted, introduced into the sequencing (pre-recorded)
environment, given a new set of operational parameters (inserted into a percussion
track, performed by percussion instruments), and then used to precede and,
paradoxically, respond to their former selves. In other words the material heard on
track 8 consists of the two, seminal interrupted consequences. They have been
removed from their original environment, given a new set of performance criteria and
then performed as pre-recorded material ahead of their original counterparts.
Example number two (track 5 on the CD) is, due to the nature of the
composition, an audio example only. Electropism V, the example in question, is an
improvised composition in which all the material used in its creation was extracted
from the other four works in the Electropism series. Although the composition itself
took only two days to move from a seminal idea to a finished product, the material
(instruments/sounds) took around 18 months to create and in many ways can be seen
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as the summation of my electroacoustic output to that point. Much of the material
throughout Electropism V originated in score form before being re-contextualised into
another environment, to such a degree that all the material in the work can be traced
back through previous pieces to their respective origins, in either existing scores or
pre-recorded scores.
I was ever mindful of beginning each new work in the series as a separate
entity whilst maintaining the integrity of the original aesthetic as a whole, in this
instance composing five very different and individual pieces whilst still providing a
nexus of commonality. It was particularly important to use the technique of
antiphonal regeneration throughout the series to avoid repetition whilst retaining the
essence of each of the extracted phrases.

From Reason to Cubase
Another compositional procedure I used to realise music and further my
investigations into both action and reaction in music, along with antiphonal regeneration, was achieved through the use of two different types of music
recording/editing software. It is these two automated platforms to which I will now
turn my attention.
The type of software I used (Cubase and Reason) to manipulate and record
material used in the Electropism series and Repercussion was never intended as a
divergent tool for composers of a contemporary art music inclination. The general
operating parameters of the software, recording and editing environments, indicate
that its design criteria was for the production of music in an easy to use, clearly
defined environment, as attested by the manufacturer, Karl Steinberg. ‘Cubase
provides the finest easy-to-use tools, and the best framework for your music’
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(Steinberg 1-2). By providing a ‘framework for (your) music’ many, if not all of the
operational parameters have been predefined to appeal to an extremely broad
demographic, whilst retaining commercial viability. This in turn results in a musical
environment reliant on the best intentions of the manufacturer, intentions that are
often determined by mass appeal, popularity, economic consideration and ‘ease-ofuse’. This is not to suggest that the software hasn’t been used a great deal and to
excellent effect in the creation of less defined types of music. However, unlike some
of the more specialized and open-ended software available such as Max/MSP, Csound
and Reaktor, used in the creation of much art music, the software design criteria for
both Cubase and Reason is a non-interactive (non-programmable), convergent type of
software.
Software manufacturers pitch the software at a specific musical demographic.
Part of the criteria for the majority of automated art music is the software’s ability to
allow the user to alter existing program parameters or create entirely new ones.
Coupled with this, the software is often shareware, or costs a fraction of the price of
the more commercially targeted counterparts, and is reliant on the user’s input to
develop and refine various software parameters. This type of adaptable software can
be considered far more divergent (open-ended) than commercially designed software,
resulting in a more appealing interface to users who are so inclined.
Musicians are still able to create an extremely interactive compositional or
auditory experience when using commercially targeted software. However, as
mentioned above, the compositional practices implemented when in these
environments have been stifled somewhat by the manufacturers’ targeted consumer
demographic, resulting in a more convergent, non-programmable interface.
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There is a burgeoning industry in the creation of ‘plug-ins’ and ‘VSTi’ type
peripheral programs for this kind of platform, some of which are highly advanced and
intuitive. However, unlike for instance MAX/MSP and Csound, software that allows
any and all users a high level of programmable interaction (the ability to construct
various environments in which to compose/create and interact), the composer/user’s
programming capacity has been pre-determined by the manufacturer to include the
creation and use of plug-in type applications (effect units, virtual synthesizers) only.
Although this consideration performs an integral part of my aesthetic, the
multitudinous nature of this subject alone means that it falls outside the jurisdiction of
this thesis. I have touched only briefly on some of these issues as my choice or
vehicle for expression is, as with much art, a reaction in itself. Both platforms
(Cubase and Reason) provided a decidedly parochial framework that governs, a little
unnecessarily at times, compositional practice as envisaged by the software
manufacturer.
Reason is equipped with two advanced digital sampling units, highly
commendable graintable and subtractive virtual synthesizers, a virtual drum machine,
matrix pattern sequencer and loop player. However it still denies the user the ability
to either edit audio or midi information outside highly convergent, pre-conceived
parameters or record any audio information into its sequencing environment.
Similarly, Cubase, despite manifold potential for the creation, manipulation and
storage of material, fails to cater for the necessity of real-time interaction between
program, user and performer.
These observations are not designed to deride the many wonderful things
programs like this allow us to do. It does, however, open the door for commentary
and reaction, as vital parts in the development of any creative tool. I have provided
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another concept map (Figure 4) in order to illustrate various considerations the user
encounters when approaching musical outcomes, using Cubase and Reason as the
mediums for creating, recording, editing and storing material. With these types of
considerations in mind I chose to use both Cubase and Reason. To provide a music
that addresses such considerations (non real-time interaction) by appearing a little
more fluid and less rigid than the type of music that is often conceived using these
interfaces. Further to this, by working between the two platforms, I have been able to
apply directly the concept and practice of antiphonal regeneration as stated above.
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Chapter Five: Slightly more Technical
The actual sound-sources used for the works are a combination of pre-recorded
analogue material (wave file recordings of acoustic instruments, as in Electropisms III
and IV) and digital instruments (programmable hardware synthesizers and soft synths,
used in all Five Electropisms and Repercussion). Throughout this chapter I will
demonstrate how important programming was in achieving a symbiotic relationship
between both sound-source and software, automation, performer and audience.
All the synthesized material used has been subjected to a great deal of physical
sonic manipulation. Programming of synthesizers to manufacture virtual/digital
instruments (as discussed above) played an integral role in the shaping of all the
compositions. By providing a brief outline of the hardware’s design intentions and
specifications a more complete picture of the generational process behind instrument
design is demonstrated.
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Figure 4

Concept map for Cubase and Reason
The role of the software?
Is it Convergent or Divergent?
Can it be used for other applications?
What is the targeted consumer market?
How does it impact on
outcome of original idea?

Is it compatible with other software?
Who uses the software?
Is it interactive?
Why use it?
Are their variable parameters?
Is it real-time?
Programmable

Recording
Editing

Playback
Who’s in control?
Interaction
Shape (outcome)
Environments (interface)
Communication
Convergent
Divergent

Flexibility
Pre-determined
Target market
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Hardware Synth Specs
The SY 85 was the hardware synthesizer chosen to create the virtual
instrumentation used throughout the works. Any softsynth material using Reason’s
virtual instruments was designed to function as more of an arbitrary, extended
technique type timbre and so the discussion on virtual instrument design shall be
limited to instruments created on the SY85 only.
The SY85 is a midi-equipped, 61 note, touch sensitive, 30 note polyphonic,
second generation synthesizer equipped with Yamaha’s advanced wave memory
technology. Yamaha refers to the instruments or sounds in the synth as voices and the
SY85 comes with a total of 256, grouped into 4 voice internal banks, all of which all
are fully programmable. The SY85 is essentially a commercial style synthesizer,
developed and marketed as a workstation for the practicing musician.
The reason I chose to use the SY85 throughout the Electropism series was the
general quality of instrument architecture and its ability to allow a substantial degree
of programming/sound manipulation in a relatively user-friendly environment.
Throughout this chapter I will refer to basic graphs to demonstrate manipulation of
sound parameters used to construct two of the virtual instruments used in the
Electropism series and Repercussion.
For Electropisms I, II and IV the process of creating and editing the virtual
instrumentation was governed to a large degree by the capabilities of the SY85
synthesizer. Very little outboard/postproduction type effect processing was used to
create or exploit the sound in any of the Electropisms or Repercussion which meant
sound editing was limited to the manipulation of the five basic parameters offered by
the SY85. That consisted of manipulation of the oscillator, sound envelope (ADSR),
low frequency oscillator, filter and pitch envelope generator.
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The five different editing environments used on the SY85 will be illustrated
with the use of comparative charts demonstrating, firstly, the original parameters used
by a select number of instruments, and then the newly created or virtual instrument
parameters. As discussed earlier, instruments created were designed to reflect the
various personae inherent in traditional acoustic instruments and not to mimic or
replace existing acoustic instruments. This often meant that I would take an existing
instrument or ‘voice’ and proceed to alter it to suit my purposes. Sometimes the built
instruments were closer in sound to the original instruments chosen (for instance, the
‘marimba’ type sound used throughout Electropism II) and at other times the
instrument created was a long way from its original design parameters. An example
of this type of instrument can be found a little later on in the section on comparative
instrument design parameters.

A Cycle in Fifths
In this section I will discuss the five components used to alter the sound
architecture in the SY85. After a brief discussion concerning operational procedures
for sound editing on the synth I will draw comparisons and show the differences
between the architecture of two of pre-fabricated synth instruments and some of the
virtual instruments I created and used throughout my compositions.
The SY85 gives users the opportunity to firstly choose an instrument in one of
its pre-fabricated instrument banks and then change the architecture of the instrument
via an edit menu with five distinct editing parameters. The oscillator is one of the
editing environments in the menu. This the component in a synthesizer that creates a
continuously repeating waveform and, by doing so, acts as a platform on which to
build all the instruments.
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¾ In this environment the user has the option of selecting from the instrument
groups index a specific instrument to edit. Next is a small selection of editing
options allowing the user to re-tune the instrument in quarter-tones and microtones, reverse the wave form of an instrument, as well as setting the entire
keyboard to a fixed pitch/register.
¾ The second editing environment is the synthesizer’s amplitude envelope
generator. This environment allows the user to adjust the way the sound of the
instrument functions over time by manipulating the four basic components
Attack Decay Sustain Release (ADSR). See figure 5 below.
Figure 5

ADSR Chart 1
ADSR

Amplitude

Time
¾ The third environment is the Filter (EQ). As with all filters its function is to
allow the user to add or subtract frequencies that occur as part of the
instrument’s harmonic content. The filter in the SY85 operates between 20hz22khz and consists of the five basic frequency biases shown below:

1. Low Pass Filter (LPF)
2. High Pass Filter (HPF)
3. Band Pass Filter (BPF)
4. Band Elimination Filter (BEF)
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5. Low Pass Filter (LPF 12) (a low pass filter operating a different bias to
the LPF).
As well as allowing the user to select frequencies to either omit or encompass
the filter’s resonance can be adjusted to determine the degree of filter
resonance when the LPF filter type is selected.
¾ The pitch envelope generator operates under similar conditions to the ADSR,
with one or two less adjustment options. It can be used to determine the pitch
of secondary notes occurring before or after the fundamental (desired) pitch
for the main body of sound.
¾ The last editing type environment used was the LFO (Low Frequency
Oscillator). In this environment the user has a choice of determining one of
six waveforms to route the signals partials through. The waveforms are the
triangle, square, upward-sawtooth, downward-sawtooth, sine and sample and
hold. Once selected, the speed, pitch, frequency, and amplitude of the wave
forms can be adjusted. The user can also determine how much delay occurs
before the wave form parameters take place, as well as the amount or degree
of phasing implemented.

As mentioned previously I have included this brief overview of the five
programmable environments to illustrate of the operational parameters used when
considering this type of virtual instrument design. I believe it is important to be aware
of some of the technical considerations as the integration of virtual instrumentation
into each of the works is inextricably bound to the overall aesthetic of my work. In
this instance, from decisions regarding each individual instrument timbre, right
through to the institution of philosophical construct and dynamic contour, any
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consideration once addressed has not only a fundamental bearing on material in its
immediate environment but directly communicates with each and every consideration
throughout the work.

Comparative Instrument Design
Audio examples for both instruments described below can be found on the CD
accompanying this thesis. These accompany the complete recordings of all the pieces
in which they are used.
Please note, the manufacturer catalogues each event as an arbitrary numerical
value between two points. In an attempt to objectify all the parameters discussed I
have chosen to simply describe the resulting effect each value/event produces.

Virtual instrument comparative analysis
One
Flute type instrument
(Original instrument parameters)
The first comparative virtual instrument parameter discussed was designed to
reflect the persona of the flute. To this end, although still resembling a flute, I tried to
enhance the purer, languid, yet enthusiastic and almost playful, personality so
characteristic of a flute.
¾ The original instrument to be modified, with its starting point in the oscillator
environment, was the Piccolo in its standard octave transposition.
¾ As Figure 6 illustrates, the amplitude envelope generator’s (ADSR) attack
began just below its maximum volume, the decay time was virtually nonexistent, sustain time, although constituting the main body of sound, was fairly
short and the release component can best be described as relatively abrupt.
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Figure 6

ADSR Chart 2
ADSR

Max Vol.

Time
¾ The EQ. was operating under low pass filter conditions set at 22.43 kHz with
slight resonance.
¾ The pitch envelope generator values were all set to 0. In effect, no deviation
in pitch occurs for the duration of the sound.
¾ The type of waveform used was a triangle wave, encompassing lower, oddnumbered harmonics. Apart from a slight amount of oscillation (speed of
triangle waveform) programmed to help emulate breath modulation, there
were no other alterations in waveform behaviour. This means there was no
amplitude, frequency or phase modulations.

Two
(Modified instrument parameters)
¾ The piccolo type instrument was transposed down one octave in the oscillator
environment
¾ The amplitude envelope generator was adjusted so that the attack time was
quite a bit slower than the original attack parameter, taking longer to reach its
maximum volume. The decay and sustain components were adjusted to
function as one parameter providing a more drawn out body of sound. The
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release time was adjusted to reflect the attack time and in doing so a more or
less a symmetrical envelope was created, as illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7

ADSR Chart 3
ADSR

Max Vol.

Time
¾ The EQ. setting was kept on the low pass filter, however the frequency was
adjusted to 735.1 Hz allowing only the lower frequency to be encompassed.
The resonance was also re-adjusted to an event of 0 or off.
¾ The pitch envelope generator was detuned in such a way that the tail end of
the envelope was fractionally lower in pitch than the rest of the envelope,
designed to give a less perfect yet more realistic timbral quality.
¾ The type of waveform used was changed from the triangle to the sine
waveform; to provide a more purified wave-formation. Pitch modulation was
re-adjusted marginally, allowing slight pitch displacement. The speed of
waveform oscillation was lessened slightly and amplitude, frequency and
phase modulation remained untouched.
By comparison we see that the original instrument and the manipulated instrument
share some similar operational characteristics. Both are flute type instruments, use
low-pass filters and yet both instruments enjoy some fundamentally different
characteristics as well such as different amplitude envelopes and LFO waveforms. As
discussed previously, some of the virtual instruments created are similar in design to
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their original counterparts whilst others are deeply contrasting. I designed the flute
type instrument illustrated above to be somewhere in-between.
Through the various parameter manipulations, it successfully fulfils the design criteria
I intended of portraying the pure, languid yet enthusiastic and almost playful
personality of the flute. This instrument was used in Electropisms I and IV
respectively and examples of the end result can be heard on tracks 9 and 10 on the
accompanying CD.
The next virtual instrument I will be analyzing can be heard on track 11 of the
CD and was designed to emulate a special effect achieved by vocalizing sound in a
particular way.

Three
(Original instrument parameters)
Synth pad type instrument
¾ The synth pad was the next instrument to be modified. This is a square wave
type instrument and the modification began in the oscillator environment, with
the instrument set in its standard octave transposition.
¾ As illustrated in Figure 6 the amplitude envelope generators attack began midway between its minimum and maximum volume, the decay time was
negligible (blended with the sustain component), the sustain time was the most
substantial attribute for the ADSR and it had a rapid release rate.
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Figure 8

ADSR Chart 4
ADSR

Max Vol

Time
¾ The EQ filter was operating under a LPF bias set at 814.8hz and the resonance
was 0.
¾ All the pitch envelope generator points were set to 0, to give no deviation in
pitch over time.
¾ The type of waveform used was a sine wave and the oscillation speed was
fairly fast (about 7.5% of 10). The remaining values were all set to 0. The
speed of waveform oscillation was lessened slightly and amplitude, frequency,
and phase modulation remained at their original settings.

Four
(Modified instrument parameters)
Vocal type Instrument
Please note, this instrument was designed to adumbrate a vocal technique used
by, inter alias, Tibetan monks, where the voice simultaneously produces a
fundamental frequency and another higher frequency or upper partial.
¾ The original synth pad instrument was transposed down two octaves and 1
semi-tone.
¾ Similar to the flute-like instrument built earlier, the amplitude envelope
generator was adjusted so that a more or less symmetrical envelope shape was
created. That is, slow attack and release times, with the decay and sustain
components functioning as one.
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Figure 9

ADSR Chart 5

ADSR
Max Vol

Time
¾ Although the EQ filter was adjusted considerably (16.9hz) to restrict all but
the lower frequencies, the resonance was set at almost maximum, enabling a
washed out and almost cavernous quality to affect the frequencies that passed
through.
¾ The pitch envelope generator’s values were all left untouched bar the first
value, which was detuned slightly to allow slight variance in the initial attack
of the instrument’s pitch.
¾ Finally the LFO waveform was changed from sine to square, the speed of the
waveform oscillation was extremely slow, reduced from 7.5% to around 1%.
The pitch modulation was increased slightly to offer less definition in exact
pitch, the frequency modulation was set to maximum ensuring greater contrast
in frequency distribution and the amplitude modulation and phase values
remained untouched.

This modification to the architecture of the original instrument aimed to create a
definite variance in timbral quality. The effect was a sound suggesting a pathos that
was terrestrial, spiritual and almost mystical, in accord with ideologies adhered to by
many eastern religions.
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How Does it all Sound?
The accompanying CD includes examples supporting the ideology behind the
techniques discussed up until now. The first example can be heard on track 12 of the
accompanying CD and is an excerpt from Electropism V
This excerpt demonstrates a number of techniques as described below.
¾ Displacement of contiguity, historical priority and constant conjunction
used to achieve antiphonal regeneration. This excerpt provides a concrete
example of antiphonal regeneration from its foundation up. The entire work
was composed by deconstructing material used to create the previous four
Electropisms (displacing existing contiguity and historical priority),
manipulating the extracted material via sampling units and effects in Reason
and then reconstructing the material in another environment to act or react on
more material displaced in the same fashion.
¾ Antecedent and consequent functioning as metaphysical or extra-musical
constructs by less conventional role inversion. Through sonic placement of
material between two fixed points (stereo speaker arrangement) various
material sounding at one point in physical space can be responded to by more
material either sounding or, as importantly, non-sounding (as discussed above)
in another point in space. In effect this enables the antecedent or the
consequent to transcend conventional application by simultaneously
functioning as both physical construct and metaphysical construct.
¾ Role redistribution for necessary connection. Once again, as discussed in
‘all things are relative’, the necessary connection is in a sense liberated to
perform the role of an abstracted generational device or platform on which to
organise material by removing the need for constant conjunction. Much of
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the material in Electropism V is in a perpetual state of becoming rather than
arriving. This is achieved through its extraction, deconstruction and
reconstruction in an entirely new environment to the one in which it was
originally conceived. By displacing historical priority, the necessary
connection between any action and its reaction can now assume the identity of
an independent construct, facilitating the use of techniques such as, interrupted
consequence.
The next example, track 13, is an extract from Electropism III.
¾ I have already used this work for guitar and pre-recorded material to typify,
amongst other things, the technique of antiphonal regeneration. However this
piece is also an extremely effective demonstration of role redistribution when
applied to causality. It embodies the kind of amorphic, at time dramatic, nonsequitur that can occur when a clearly defined causal construct is
deconstructed. This can include material originally designed as an antecedent,
and then reconstructed to function independently in another environment. I
also believe this example clearly portrays the compositional process as a state
of perpetual becoming. The accompanying guitar part was also constructed to
portray a series of amorphic, musical non-sequiturs.
The final example in this section, track 14, is an excerpt taken from the work
Repercussion.
¾ In the extract on the CD a rhythmic ostinato, constructed as a virtual tabla type
instrument on the synthesizer, lays down an almost drone-like foundation onto
which more material is performed. It was my intention that this ostinato,
coupled with the more melodic material, function as a foundation on which the
percussionist can improvise. After a short while new material literally begins
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to tear strips away from the droning foundation and it is this strikingly
contrasting material that conveys a technique discussed in Chapter Three.
This investigates a shape of space saturated in sound and the impression it
leaves on the listener once it finishes sounding. This was described earlier as
‘the highly tangible aural perception of the shape (of space) left behind after
any given material or phrase has finished sounding’. I feel this best illustrates
‘the antecedent or the consequent transcend(ing) conventional application by
functioning as both physical construct and metaphysical construct
simultaneously.’
That is, the overlaying material functions as both a traditionally melodic
counterpart to the underlying rhythm whilst appealing to a less preconceived
and non-language based construct of antecedent and consequent.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
Any Number of Things
Throughout this thesis I have drawn from a number of both physical and
metaphysical resources to help illustrate and reinforce the construct of action and
reaction as an integral component in my compositional process. I have demonstrated
how, upon closer examination, the antecedent and consequent are equally as durable
in extra-musical environments as in their more traditionally intended environments.
This informed my creation of both the Electropism series of works and
Repercussion, in which an entirely holistic and deeply pervasive compositional
aesthetic united the material contained within each composition. This aesthetic was in
part inspired by my love of Handel’s keyboard music and his genius for symmetrical
refinement. I was also inspired by the philosophical musings of Heraclitus and
another of his ilk, the great Scottish philosopher David Hume.
I have illustrated that the basic premise behind the antecedent and the
consequent is not only physically omnipresent but that metaphysically, as a
manifestation of causality, the antecedent and the consequent are very much unifying
phenomena throughout our lives and, in particular in music. From the work of Victor
Frankl and Ferdinand de Sassure I have gleaned an insight into the technologies
behind role redistribution and overcoming ‘trapped thoughts’. They have shown me
that although much music does rely on various language-based constructs to convey
directions, communication can and does take place beyond language in the more
primal and often unconscious region of the mind.
With the aid of various automated procedures I have addressed the role of
action and reaction, or antecedent/consequent, in a metaphysical yet extremely
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palpable way. This is achieved by assigning various points in a physical space where
sound may not only begin or end, but also determine the shape of space left behind
once a sound has departed. In this a way an entirely extra-musical and primarily
active dialogue is ensured between listener and musical material.
Through the use of two predominantly commercial pieces of software to
record and manipulate material, coupled with Paul Theberge’s innovation,
transectorial migration, I have been able to pursue in greater detail the technique of
antiphonal regeneration.
Through coupling automated procedure (pre-recorded material, virtual
instrument design) with traditional acoustic instrumentation I have demonstrated the
ability to achieve a more fluid, organic and less computer-generated or temporally
rigid synthesis of automated technique and acoustic sensibility.

Typical Compositional Process
As a final summation for the body of work presented in this thesis I have
chosen to provide a brief, typical analysis of the compositional process I adhered to
when approaching any given work. Once again I feel this process can best be
illustrated by using a concept map indicating the various considerations inherent in
my compositional procedure. As the map indicates each construct has a manifold
impact on both successive and preceding considerations.
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Figure 10

Concept map indicating generational process
Initial concept
Deconstruction
Antiphonal migration
Reconstruction
Spatialisation
Action

Generational environment
Organisation of pitch, rhythm etc
Performance typology (who’s performing?)
Instrument typology (what instrument?)
Instrument design
Reaction

Conception

Generational environment

Organisation of pitch, rhythm etc

Action
Performance typology

Instrument typology

Deconstruction

Reconstruction

Instrument design

Antiphonal migration

Spatialisation
Reaction
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CD Contents
Track

Title
Electropism I

Duration
5:48

A w ork for solo cello and cello
w ith pre-recorded material. Pre
recorded part only.

Electropism II

19:00

A w ork for organ and pre-recorded
m aterial w ith the organ part
realised via M IDI.

Electropism III

8:54

A w ork for guitar and pre
recorded m aterial. Pre-recorded
part only.

Electropism IV

10:31

A w ork for counter-tenor and
pre-recorded material. Pre
recorded part only.

Electropism V

8:55

A purely electroacoustic work
requiring no perform ers.

Repercussion
A w ork for solo percussionist
and pre-recorded material with
the percussionist’s part realised
via M IDI

12:50
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Track

Title

Duration

Electropism I revised

7*

This is a revised edition for the solo
cello part taken from Electropism
I. The solo cello score has been
virtually orchestrated (an
orchestration consisting o f virtual
instruments).

8:00

Supporting audio examples cited throughout thesis

8

Excerpt from Electropism III

0:33

9

Excerpt from Electropism IV

0:40

10

Excerpt from Electropism I

0:31

11

Excerpt from Electropism IV

0:23

12

Excerpt from Electropism V

0:16

13

Excerpt from Electropism V

0:35

14

Excerpt from Repercussion

1:44

All m usic com posed, perform ed and recorded by Daniel B linkhom except *
perform ed by Julia Ryder

Electropism’s I, II, III, IV
&
Repercussion
A Portfolio o f music scores submitted in partial fulfilment
o f the requirements for the award o f the degree

Master of Arts (Research)
from the

University of Wollongong

by

Daniel Blinkhorn
FACULTY OF CREATIVE ARTS
2005

Contents
♦ Electropism I - Cello score
♦ Electropism II - Organ score
♦ Electropism III - Guitar score
♦ Electropism IV - Counter Tenor score
♦ Repercussion - Percussion score + Revised
‘Timbral Staff Notation’ performers score

Electropism I
Cello &
Pre-recorded Material
Daniel Blinkhom MMI

Electropism I
Directions for performance
♦

Duration o f notation is both proportional and relative. All note/ time duration should be strictly adhered as normal unless time
indicated otherwise by numbers (2. 5. Etc) directly above phrase/ note.

♦

H.S indicates hooked string (finger is to hook under string and vibrato)

♦

R.H.P indicates right hand pizzicato

♦

L.P.H indicates left hand pizzicato

♦

L.H.T indicates left hand trill

♦

All accidentals apply to proceeding phrase/ notes only

♦

Arrow above notes indicates that the notes is to be raised 1/4 #

♦

All time indicated is decimal (e.g. lsec = 1. Etc)

♦

G string is de-tuned to F 'A #

♦

Pre-recorded part begins as indicated on page 5, after solo cello section

Electroprism I
* G string is
de-tuned to F 1/4 #

Daniel Blinkhom (M M 1)

22.

m p

P

*
2 ( 1:08 )

( 1:24 )

( 1:31 )

( 2 :27 )

( 2 : 18)
( 2 : 00 )“

9.
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+

*
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>
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/
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I_____ I
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m
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f

m

18.

+

2.

*
( 6 :36 )

( 6 :40 )

( 6 :47 )

( 7 :05 )

( 6 :56 )

Jf

C +G

L

mP

5.

(agitato)

4.

15.

sul tasto > sul pont

—

sul tasto

—

(vibrato)

O

A+D

(dynam ic contour to suit tape)

(decresc with tape)

C+G

p. r

A+D

C+G

Electropism II
Organ &
Pre-recorded Material
Daniel Blinkhom MM II

Electropism II
%

t

Daniel Blinkhom MM1I

Performance indications
With the exception o f occasional pedal semi-breves
all notes and rhythm s are to be strictly adhered.
Pedal sem i-breves that exceed their traditional tim e length
should continue sounding until otherwise indicated.
U nless otherw ise indicated, the timbre o f phrases (choice o f instrument groups, ranks, registers
etc.) should vary to suit pre-recorded material and performers discretion
Lowest C note pedal should begin with tape
and continue untill indicated
D ynamics contours should match pre-recorded material
unless otherw ise indicated.

(0:00'T

Manual

[4~
91

Pedal

<>
(low est C available)
Pre-rec.

Accidentals only effective for duration
o f the phrases/ notes they proceed

J=

60(1 sec.)

All time indicated in decimal
eg 1 sec = 1. etc.
1 larger style PA system is required for
Playback o f pre-recorded material. N o effects are necessary.
Pre-recorded am plitude level should be mixed to same am plitude as Oragn

Electropism II
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Electropism III
Guitar &
pre-recorded material

Daniel B lin k h o rn M M II
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Electropism IV
Counter Tenor
& Pre-recorded M aterial
Daniel B lin k h o rn M M II

Electropism IV
Daniel Blinkhom July MMII
Somehow familiar
The memories gently bend into colours
Kaleidoscopic shadows
Fold to dimly lighted sounds
As the vestige o f life drifts beyond
In this place o f broken time
The ochre sand howls
Am 1 without strength?
Do I now wait for the eternal solitude?
Foundations begin to lurch and sway
The laden minds resolve collapses
Crowding the thoughts
Images o f an ephemeral and ceaseless history unfurl
Resonance o f breath and silhouette begin too shout
Cradling Incandescence
Form no longer
The essence mindlessly careening into a chaotically strophic clatter
Bump
Thud
Groan

Abstractions in temperature rise and fall
As temporal schisms liquid and strained
Rotate
Spiraling endlessly
Round
Round
Dense tones spilling indifferently into the vacuum surrounding stars
Find peace
Is this entente to be all that I was?

Burning inside
An Archipelago o f sublimated rage
Stripped away
Leaving the chalk outline o f a soul
A chasm o f misguided guilt
And a species o f uncertain reprise

Electropism IV
J.

Daniel Blinkhom
June MMII
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Repercussion
Percussion &
Pre-recorded M aterial

Daniel Blinkhorn
MMII

Instrumentation
5 flo o r to m s o f v a ry in g siz e ( p re fe ra b ly larger) tu n e d at p e rfo rm e rs d isc re tio n

1 V ib rap h o n e
5 T e m p le b locks
3 la rg e g o n g s
1 l a r g e T a m ta m
3 l a r g e s u s p e n d e d c y m b a l s ( o n e o f w h i c h is a s i z z l e c y m b a l )

1 set o f cro ta les (p itch u n sp e c ifie d )
2 s m a l l T i m p a n i ( t u n i n g = a n y t h i n g fla t)
1 C e llo o r D o u b le B a ss b o w
1 larger 2- 4 ch a n n e l a m p lific a tio n / P A system .
M ic ro p h o n e s ( p re fe ra b ly e n o u g h m ic r o p h o n e s s h o u ld be u sed to a llo w p e r c u s s iv e in s tru m e n ts so u n d to b le n d w ith th a t o f p re 
reco rd e d m aterial)

Repercussion
Performance indications
♦

A ll a c c i d e n t a l s a p p l y o n l y t o n o t e s t h e y d i r e c t l y p r o c e e d

♦

A ll d y n a m i c s s h o u l d s u i t d y n a m i c c o n t o u r o f p r e - r e c o r d e d m a t e r i a l u n l e s s o t h e r w i s e i n d i c a t e d ( p e r f o r m e r s h o u l d u s e t h e i r
disc re tio n for im p ro v ise d c o m p o n e n ts )

♦

A l l t i m e i n d i c a t e d in d e c i m a l ( e .g . 1. = I s e c o n d ) a n d m u s t b e s t r i c t l y a d h e r e d t o t h r o u g h o u t .

♦

V ib r a p h o n e m o to r s h o u ld be u sed o n ly w h e r e in d icated

♦

W h e n l.v ( le t v i b r a t e ) is m a r k e d . V i b r a p h o n e p e d a l s h o u l d b e d e p r e s s e d u n t i l o t h e r w i s e i n d ic a t e d .

♦

G r a p h i c r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s , c u e s e t c o n t h e p r e - r e c o r d e d s t a v e a r e d e s i g n e d t o h i g h l i g h t t h e m o r e v i s u a l e v e n t s u n f o l d i n g in t h e p r e 
re c o rd e d so n ic rea lm . T h e s e in d ic a tio n s s h o u ld a c t as te m p o ra l la n d m a r k s to h e lp g u id e th e p e r f o r m e r th ro u g h v a rio u s re g io n s o f
th e w ork.

♦

It is h o p e d t h a t b y h a v i n g s l i g h t t i m e d e v i a t i o n s in P r e - r e c o r d e d e v e n t s t a v e ( c u e s a f r a c t i o n o f a s e c o n d e i t h e r s i d e o f i n d i c a t e d
t i m e ) a m o r e r e a l i s t i c - t i m e f e e l w ill b e p e r c e i v e d . It d o e s n o t i n t e r f e r e w i t h t h e p e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e w o r k h o w e v e r t h e p e r f o r m e r
sh o u ld be a w a re o f th is w h ilst m a in ta in in g stric t tim e.

♦

F o r la st p a g e , n o . 11 ( t i m e l 1 :2 4 ) t h e p e r f o r m e r is d i r e c t e d t o b e g i n i m p r o v i n g t o s u i t p r e - r e c . m a t e r i a l u n til 1 2 :1 2 w h e r e a s h o r t
c re s c e n d o o cc u rs to end th e w ork.

♦

T h e s i z z l e c y m b a l s h o u l d b e u s e d to r e p l a c e a n y o f t h e t h r e e l a r g e s u s p e n d e d c y m b a l s .
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